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The Bristan range of taps and showers is designed to meet the  
needs of Social Housing at every level. Whether it’s specifiers who demand  

great looks along with the highest standards of safety and compliance,  
or the tenants and their families who rely on them every day. 

WELCOME TO THE BRISTAN RANGE  
FOR SOCIAL HOUSING PROVIDERS
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This brochure details our wide range of products 

designed to meet the needs of the Social Housing sector. 

They’re ideal where value, durability and performance 

are crucial, and designed to withstand the toughest 

knocks to reduce your maintenance costs and extend 

replacement cycles.

TRUST THE BRISTAN TEAM 
We’ll be with you every step of the way to help 

you match the requirements of your new build or 

refurbishment project to the right products. 

Our helpful specification support team is always available 

with advice on legislation and regulations, as well as 

technical support for installation and maintenance to 

maximise performance and safety. 

Our technical teams are focused on continued product 

development to meet the demands of the market and the 

constantly evolving regulations on water consumption 

and sustainability.

Because just like you, we’re dedicated to delivering the 

best so that tenants can enjoy a more comfortable, more 

secure home environment. 
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QUALITY YOU CAN RELY ON 
All Bristan products are manufactured from the highest 

quality materials, to the highest possible quality standard. 

Our in-house testing facility has been awarded ISO/IEC 

17025: 2005, which is the general requirement for the 

competence of testing and calibration laboratories,  

providing additional reassurance and peace of mind. 

BEST OF BRITISH QUALITY 
Designed and engineered in Great Britain to meet 

the most rigorous local authority and water industry 

standards, Bristan taps, showers, mixer valves and 

accessories are your guarantee of performance  

and reliability.

EASE OF USE 
Our entire range has been carefully designed so the 

very young and the older generation alike can operate 

them easily and safely. Features such as ergonomic 

lever handles and thermostatic temperature controls 

all contribute to bathrooms that are safer and more 

comfortable for the whole family.

SPECIFYING FOR 
SOCIAL HOMES WITH 
CONFIDENCE

Bathrooms and kitchens are essential for every 
home. A place for tenants to relax and indulge 
themselves. An indispensable part of the 
morning and evening routine for families of all 
ages. In fact, no other room is more important. 
Our years of experience will  
help you make sure yours  
are the very best in terms  
of performance, looks,  
value and durability.
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A MORE INNOVATIVE APPROACH
As Local Authority and Housing Association budgets become 

increasingly stretched, finding new ways to increase value 

without compromising on quality in public sector specifications 

becomes more and more important. 

That’s one of the reasons we’re constantly investing in better 

product designs to improve quality and usability while satisfying 

the demands of Local Authorities and regulators.

For instance, some of our shower and bath fill mixer taps are 

thermostatically controlled to ensure water temperatures never 

exceed 44oC. A crucial part of satisfying Part G of the building 

regulations and protecting tenants from the risk of scalding.

At the same time, robust design and hardwearing chrome finishes 

resist wear and tear, reducing the need for frequent repairs or 

replacement in your homes. 

Bristan products are fully compliant to UK Water Regulations, 

which guarantees your specifications fall in line with regulations 

and byelaws covering water supply and fittings.

SPECIFIER SUPPORT 
Bristan offers support for specification professionals with project 

building tools, technical data sheets, BIM data, links to RIBA and 

much, much more. 

For more information, call our specifier helpline  

on 0844 701 6273 or visit www.bristan.com

UK WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
Our market-leading distribution service guarantees next working 

day delivery to your chosen merchant on orders before 6pm. 

We’ll work alongside you throughout your project to help you 

make the right choices and ensure you get the products  

you need, when and where you need them. 

GUARANTEE 
All products are quality tested and carry a comprehensive 

guarantee of up to five years on parts and one year on fitting.

There are also options to extend our standard guarantees and 

create bespoke aftercare packages. Speak to our customer 

service team for more information.
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BUILDING BETTER 
COMMUNITIES IN 
SOCIAL HOUSING 

As a specifier, you know the importance of a home 

environment that tenants can feel pride in and take 

ownership of. The Bristan range of bathroom and 

kitchen products allows you to create just such 

an environment with stylish, modern looking taps 

and showers that nevertheless deliver outstanding 

value for money.
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6 Litres

Max Litres 
per minute

8 Litres 10 Litres 13 Litres Over 13 Litres

WATER LABELS
Throughout the brochure 
you’ll find the Water Label’s 
Flow Rate Indicators to help 
you find out which products 
are registered and what the 
flow rates are*. 

A green rating indicates 
higher water efficiency. 

A red rating indicates higher 
water usage, but gives you  
a greater flow from your taps 
and showers for a faster filling 
sink and more invigorating 
showering experience.

Max. 13

Max. 10

Max. 8

Max. 6

L/Min

> 13         

EUROPEAN WATER LABEL 
The European Water Label is an at a glance guide showing  

how much water a product uses in Litres per Minute (L/Min).  

For a complete explanation, visit www.europeanwaterlabel.eu

SM BAS CJOY T385 C CHC DSM C

DESIGNED WITH TENANTS IN MIND
All our products are designed for ease of use by all ages and 

abilities. Many have simple, easy sequential controls that make 

handwashing child’s play. 

Our showers for Affordable Homes are easy to install, economical  

and feature built in thermostatic temperature controls that keep 

water at a constant temperature, regardless of whether another  

tap is turned on elsewhere in the house. Not just more comfortable, 

but safer too, as the risk of scalding is reduced.

WATER EFFICIENCY
Your homes also need to stand up to the latest legislative  

requirements when it comes to water efficiency. Especially when 

larger housing association developments or local authority  

estates can be made up of hundreds of individual homes in which 

each person can consume, on average, 150 litres of water per day*. 

So as well as fitting flow limiting technology to some of our 

products, we’ve chosen our Affordable Housing range, in part, for  

its water efficiency. Where appropriate, you’ll see flow rates next  

to a number of our products, indicating just how much water  

they use under the European Water Labelling scheme. 

*Consumer Council for Water figures

A MORE SUSTAINABLE APPROACH
Our ‘every drop counts’ approach to water efficiency is reflected  

in the number of products incorporating flow limiting features  

and our support for the European Water Label Scheme. As well  

as helping you meet Part G of the Building Regulations, that’s  

a big plus for environment and cost-conscious housing associations 

too. We also operate an ethical supply chain to limit consumption  

of non-renewable resources and reduce the environmental  

impact of our delivery vehicles.
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BATHROOM TAPS
Bristan taps, first and foremost, are designed  

to work and go on working. But even when you’re 

specifying within a limited budget, they offer  

a range of contemporary design options that help 

you create stylish, attractive bathrooms and  

homes your tenants can be proud of.

8
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE SOCIAL HOUSING BATHROOM TAP RANGE
Robust doesn’t have to mean basic, and while value for money 

and durability often drive Social Housing specification, our 

bathroom taps range still offers plenty of options for introducing 

modern design values into your homes. Whether it’s the chunky 

appeal of our Cadet and Club taps, or the slimmer lines of Orta, 

you’ll find something to fit your plans. 

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Blitz
Page 10

Design Utility
Page 18

Club
Page 24

Cadet
Page 12

Orta
Page 20

Levers
Page 27

Choices
Page 14

Smile
Page 22

Cross Tops
Page 17
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The merging of curved surfaces and arrow straight lines makes for a neat, compact range that  

will suit a wide variety of bathroom designs. Thanks to the extended single lever handle, all Blitz 

taps are effortlessly easy to use and safe for youngsters, making them ideal for family homes.

BLITZ

Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with contemporary 
peg lever handles and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with contemporary 
peg single-lever handle and ceramic 
cartridge, supplied with clicker waste, 
flexi tails and metal back nut.

Blitz Basin Taps 
BTZ 1/2 C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

51.4
  

Blitz Basin Mixer  
(with Clicker Waste)
BTZ BAS C  Chrome

Flexi tails

Metal fixing nut

Ceramic Cartridge

24.4     

10
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Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler with 
contemporary peg lever handles and 
ceramic disc mechanism for longer life, 
supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer with 
contemporary peg handles and ceramic 
disc mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with 1500mm hose and shower kit and 
metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps with contemporary 
peg lever handles and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Blitz Bath Taps 
BTZ 3/4 C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

Blitz Bath Filler 
BTZ BF C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

Blitz Bath  
Shower Mixer 
BTZ BSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

14.4
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A chunky design featuring a classic loop handle, ergonomically designed for all the family 

to use with ease and colour coded temperature graphics. Cadet is perfectly proportioned 

for smaller bathrooms, cloakrooms or en-suites.

CADET

Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with easy to use  
loop lever handles and ceramic  
disc mechanism for longer life,  
supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with easy to use 
loop single-lever handle and ceramic 
cartridge, supplied with clicker waste, 
flexi tails and metal back nut.

Cadet  
Basin Taps 
CAD 1/2 C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

70.3   

Cadet Basin Mixer  
(with Clicker Waste)
CAD BAS C  Chrome

Flexi tails

Metal fixing nut

Ceramic Cartridge

22.1   

12
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Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer  
with easy to use loop lever handles 
and ceramic disc mechanism for longer 
life, supplied with 1500mm hose and 
shower kit and metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler with easy  
to use loop lever handles and ceramic 
disc mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps with easy to use  
loop lever handles and ceramic  
disc mechanism for longer life,  
supplied with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Cadet  
Bath Taps 
CAD 3/4 C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

Cadet  
Bath Shower Mixer 
CAD BSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

1500mm hose, rub clean handset  
and wall bracket

21.3   

Cadet  
Bath Filler 
CAD BF C  Chrome

13
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Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps supplied without 
handles for flexible choice of styles. 
Supplied with ceramic disc mechanism 
for longer life and metal backnuts.

Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps supplied without 
handles for flexible choice of styles. 
Supplied with ceramic disc mechanism 
for longer life and with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap supplied without 
handle for flexible choice of styles. 
Supplied with ceramic cartridge, clicker 
waste, flexi tails and metal back nut.

CHOICES
With a rounded body and gently curved spout, our Choices basin taps, mixers and bath and shower fillers bring 

bags of character to any bathroom. Add the option of short and long levers handles, scoop handles or snub 

handles and you can see exactly how this popular design lives up to its name. With separate interchangeable 

heads, it also reduces the van stocks repair teams have to carry and prevents the expense of having to replace 

whole tap units in the event of damage or failure to the head, or to match varying tenant requirements. 

Choices  
Bath Taps 
CHC 3/4 C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

Choices  
Basin Taps 
CHC 1/2 C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

61.5   

Choices Basin Mixer  
(with Clicker Waste)
CHC BAS C  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Operates at a minimum  
pressure of 0.3 bar

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

42.7   
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Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer 
supplied without handles for flexible 
choice of styles. Supplied with ceramic 
disc mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with 1750mm hose and shower kit and 
metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler supplied 
without handles for flexible choice 
of styles. Supplied with ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3” Easy to use lever handles  
to suit Choices taps range.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Choices  
Bath Shower Mixer 
CHC BSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts 

1750mm Hose, Rub Clean Handset & Wall 
Bracket

Operates at a minimum pressure of 0.3 bar

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

15.2   

Choices  
Bath Filler 
CHC BF C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

Choices  
3” Lever Handles Chrome 
CHC 3IN C  Chrome

15
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Specify as 

Snub style handles  
for Choices taps range.

Specify as 

Scoop style handles  
for Choices taps range.

Specify as 

6” Long lever handles for additional 
ease of use to suit Choices taps range.

Choices  
Snub Handles Chrome 
CHC SNUB C   Chrome

Choices  
Scoop Handles Chrome
CHC SCOOP C  Chrome

Choices  
6” Lever Handles
CHC 6IN C  Chrome

16
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The traditional cross tap is a classic design that is at home in all styles of bathroom, from the 

traditional to the new. Robust and hard wearing, its simple looks and durability make it a favourite 

with specifiers, budget holders and older tenants who prefer the familiar look and feel of taps  

they grew up with. 

CROSS TOPS

Specify as 

Economy 3/4” cross-head two-hole 
bath shower mixer. Supplied with 
1500mm hose and shower kit and 
metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Economy 3/4” cross-head bath taps. 
Supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Economy 3/4” cross-head bath taps. 
Supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Economy 1/2” cross-head basin taps. 
Supplied with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Cross  
Bath Filler 
VAX BF C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Cross  
Bath Shower Mixer 
VAX BSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

16.5   

Cross  
Bath Taps 
VAX 3/4 C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Cross  
Basin Taps 
VAX 1/2 C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

62.6   

17
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Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps with modern utility 
lever handles and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with modern utility 
lever handles and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with modern utility 
style single-lever handle and ceramic 
cartridge, supplied with clicker waste, 
flexi tails and metal back nut.

An unfussy but still contemporary design that more than lives up to its name, with easy to grasp  

levers even the littlest hands can get to grips with and the choice of a conventional or TMV2 thermostatically 

controlled bath shower mixer, for added protection against scalding for the very young and elderly. 

DESIGN UTILITY LEVER

Design Utility Lever  
Bath Taps 
DUL 3/4 C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

Design Utility Lever 
Basin Taps 
DUL 1/2 C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

69  

Design Utility Lever Basin 
Mixer (with Clicker Waste)
DUL BAS C  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Ceramic Cartridge

21.8  
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Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler with modern 
utility lever handles and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer 
with modern utility lever handles and 
ceramic disc mechanism for longer life, 
supplied with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Design Utility Lever  
Bath Shower Mixer 
DUL BSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Operates at a minimum pressure of 0.3 bar

to bath fill

Ceramic Disc

35.9   

Design Utility Lever  
Bath Filler 
DUL BF C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc
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Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with smooth 
contemporary lever handles and 
ceramic disc mechanism for longer 
life, supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with smooth 
contemporary single-lever handle and 
ceramic cartridge, flexi tails and metal 
back nut. Supplied without waste.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with smooth 
contemporary single-lever handle and 
ceramic cartridge, supplied with clicker 
waste, flexi tails and metal back nut.

Fun and funky with a purposeful forward slant, this contemporary tap design is an ideal way  

to add a little dynamism to run of the mill bathrooms while providing a practical and popular 

solution in new homes and refurbishments.

ORTA

Orta  
Basin Taps 
OR 1/2 C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

70.6   

Orta  
Basin Mixer  
(without Waste)
OR BASNW C  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Ceramic Cartridge

23.6   

Orta Basin Mixer  
(with Clicker Waste)
OR BAS C  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Ceramic Cartridge

23.6   
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Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps with smooth 
contemporary lever handles and 
ceramic disc mechanism for longer 
life, supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler with smooth 
contemporary lever handles and 
ceramic disc mechanism for longer 
life, supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer with 
smooth contemporary lever handles 
and ceramic disc mechanism for longer 
life, supplied with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Orta  
Bath Shower Mixer 
OR BSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

20.1  

Orta  
Bath Filler 
OR BF C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

Orta  
Bath Taps 
OR 3/4 C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc
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Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with contemporary 
loop lever handles and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Thanks to its easy to use loop handle and simple styling, this is a favourite specification for 

bathroom designers looking to add a refreshing update to bathrooms in Affordable Housing 

properties or to inject a little extra character into new bathroom designs.

SMILE

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with contemporary 
loop single-lever handle and ceramic 
cartridge, supplied with clicker waste, 
flexi tails and metal back nut.

Smile Basin Mixer  
(with Clicker Waste)
SM BAS C  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Ceramic Cartridge

23.6  

Smile  
Basin Taps 
SM 1/2 C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

76.3   
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Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer  
with contemporary loop lever handles 
and ceramic disc mechanism for longer 
life, supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler with 
contemporary loop lever handles and 
ceramic disc mechanism for longer 
life, supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps with contemporary 
loop lever handles and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Smile  
Bath Shower Mixer 
SM BSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

20.1   

Smile  
Bath Filler 
SM BF C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

Smile  
Bath Taps 
SM 3/4 C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

23
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Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps with classic club style 
handles, supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with classic club style 
handles, supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with classic club style 
handle, supplied with pop-up waste, 
copper tails and metal back nut.

A pleasingly compact design that offers good looks and a wide choice of product specifications, 

from single and mixer basin taps, through to bath fillers and an impressive pillar bath shower mixer. 

CLUB

Club  
Bath Taps 
VAC 3/4 C MT   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Club  
Basin Taps 
VAC 1/2 C MT  Chrome

Metal backnuts

108.4   

Club Basin Mixer  
(with Pop-up Waste)
VAC BAS C MT  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

34.9   

24
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Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with classic club style 
handle, supplied copper tails and metal 
back nut. Supplied without waste.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with classic club style 
handle, supplied with pop-up waste, 
6ltr/min flow regulator for economy, 
copper tails and metal back nut.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler with classic 
club style handles, supplied with metal 
backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Basin Mixer  
(without Waste)
VAC BASNW C MT  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

34.9      

Club Basin Mixer  
Eco6 Chrome Plated  
with Metal Heads 
VAC BAS E6 C MT  Chrome

6.0   

Club  
Bath Filler 
VAC BF C MT  Chrome

Metal backnuts

25
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Specify as 

3/4” Pillar Two-hole bath shower mixer 
with classic club style handles, 1500mm 
hose and shower kit. Supplied with 
metal backnuts.

Specify as 

3/4” Luxury Two-hole bath shower 
mixer with classic club style handles, 
1500mm hose and shower kit. Supplied 
with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Dual Flow basin mixer tap for cool-
touch spout with classic club style 
handle, supplied with pop-up waste, 
copper tails and metal back nut.

Club Pillar Bath Shower 
Mixer 
VAC PBSM C MT  Chrome

Metal backnuts

22.2   

Club Luxury  
Bath Shower Mixer 
VAC LBSM C MT   Chrome

Metal backnuts

22.2   

Club Basin Mixer (dual 
flow) with Pop-up Waste 
VAC DFBAS C MT  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

71.2   
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Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with 3” lever handles, 
ceramic disc for longer life and 
supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with 3” lever handles 
and ceramic cartridge, supplied with 
pop-up waste, copper tails and metal 
back nut.

Lever is the ideal bath tap specification for assisted living or Affordable Housing with elderly 

residents. The broad, extended lever handles can be controlled accurately and easily even by those 

with limited strength and dexterity, and their use across a range of basin taps, bath taps and bath 

shower mixers helps make the bathroom accessible to all.

Specify as 

3/4” Bath taps with 3” lever handles, 
ceramic disc for longer life and 
supplied with metal backnuts.

LEVER TAPS

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Lever  
Bath Taps 
VAL 3/4 C CD   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

Lever  
Basin Taps 
VAL 1/2 C CD  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

63.0   

Lever Basin Mixer  
with Pop-up Waste  
3” (76mm) Levers
VAL BAS C CD  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Ceramic Cartridge

Also available with 6” lever handles

27.5   
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Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with 3” lever handles, 
6Ltr/min flow regulators for economy, 
ceramic disc for longer life and 
supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with 3” lever handles, 
3.5Ltr/min flow regulators for ultimate 
economy, ceramic disc for longer life 
and supplied with metal backnuts.

Specify as 

1/2” Basin taps with 6” easy to use lever 
handles, ceramic disc for longer life and 
supplied with metal backnuts.

Lever Basin Taps Eco6  
with Ceramic Disc Valves
VAL 1/2 E6 C CD  Chrome

6.0   

Lever Basin Taps Eco4  
with Ceramic Disc Valves 
VAL 1/2 E4 C CD  Chrome

4.8   

Lever Basin Taps  
Chrome Plated With 
Ceramic Disc Valves
VAL 1/2 C 6 CD  Chrome

Metal backnuts 

Ceramic Disc

63.0   
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Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer 
with 3” lever handles ans 8Ltr/min 
flow regulator (shower) for economy. 
With metal backnuts and ceramic disc 
mechanism for longer life, supplied 
with 1500mm hose and shower kit.

Specify as 

Basin mixer tap with 3” lever handle 
and ceramic cartridge, supplied with 
pop-up waste, copper tails and metal 
back nut.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath shower mixer with 3” lever 
handles ans 6Ltr/min flow regulator (shower) 
for ultimate economy. With metal backnuts 
and ceramic disc mechanism for longer life, 
supplied with 1500mm hose and shower kit.

Specify as 

3/4” Two-hole bath filler with 3” lever 
handles, ceramic disc for longer life and 
supplied with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Lever Bath Shower Mixer 
Eco8 Chrome Plated With 
Ceramic Disc Valves
VAL BSM E8 C CD  Chrome

8.0     

Lever Bath Shower Mixer 
Eco6 Chrome Plated With 
Ceramic Disc Valves
VAL BSM E6 C CD   Chrome

6.0  

Lever Bath Shower Mixer  
3” (76mm) Levers
VAL BSM C CD  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

16.5   

Lever Bath Filler  
3” (76mm) Levers
VAL BF C CD  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

29
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Specify as 

Thermostatic TMV2 bath shower mixer  
with modern dual control chrome utility  
lever handles for ease of use. Pre-set 
maximum temperature at 38˚C which can  
be overridden. Supplied without a shower kit.

Refer to page 51 for shower kits.

THERMOSTATIC BATH SHOWER MIXERS
Guarding against scalding, especially in properties that may be home  

to vulnerable groups such as young children and the elderly, is a hugely important 

consideration. Our thermostatic bath shower mixers guarantee water is always  

dispensed at a safe temperature to protect residents and provide compliance  

with Part G of the building regulations. 

Design Utility Lever Thermostatic 
TMV2 Bath Shower Mixer
DUL3 THBSM C  Chrome

TMV2 Thermostatic control to bath & shower functions

Dual control with metal lever handles

Pre-set maximum temperature at 38˚C which  
can be overridden

Operates at a minimum pressure of 0.5 bar

Supplied without a shower kit

16.2         
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Specify as 

Thermostatic TMV2 bath shower mixer 
with dual control chrome handles. 
Pre-set maximum temperature at 38oC  
which can be overridden. Supplied 
without a shower kit.

Refer to page 51 for shower kits.

Specify as 

Thermostatic bath shower mixer with 
dual control handles. Pre-set maximum 
temperature at 38oC which can be 
overridden. Supplied without a shower kit.

Refer to page 51 for shower kits.

Specify as 

Java Deck Mount Bath Shower Mixer 
with Thermostatic shower control and 
Ceramic Disc technology for longer life. 
Supplied without shower kit.

Refer to page 51 for shower kits.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Thermostatic TMV2 Bath 
Shower Mixer
AS2 THBSM C   Chrome Plated

TMV2 Thermostatic control to bath & 
shower functions

Dual control metal handles

Pre-set maximum tempertaure at 38˚C 
which can be overridden

Operates at a minimum pressure of 0.5 bar

Supplied without a shower kit

15.9
      

Thermostatic Bath  
Shower Mixer
AR2 THBSM C   Chrome

Thermostatic control to bath &  
shower functions 

Dual control 

Pre-set maximum temperature at 38˚C 
which can be overridden 

Operates at a minimum pressure of 0.5 bar 
Supplied without shower kit

24.9
  

Bath Filler with 
Thermostatic Shower
J THBSMVO C

Product supplied without shower kit

Ceramic Disc

18.0  
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KITCHEN TAPS
At the very heart of the home, 

kitchen taps have to be robust 

enough to put up with constant use, 

every day. However, that doesn’t 

mean they can’t look stylish.  

Our pillar, monobloc and twin mixer 

taps for Social Homes new build 

and refurbishment are durable 

and practical without sacrificing 

the looks that are so important to 

creating a home environment. 

Choices
Page 33

Design Utility
Page 34

Value Levers
Page 38

Club
Page 36

Easy Fit
Page 41

Cross Tops
Page 40
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Specify as 

Monobloc kitchen mixer tap supplied 
without handles for a wider choice of 
styles from the Choices handles range. 
Ceramic disc technology for longer life 
and supplied with metal fixing nuts.

Refer to page 16 for interchangeable  
heads available on Choices kitchen range.

Specify as 

High neck pillar kitchen taps supplied 
without handles for a wider choice of 
styles from the Choices handles range. 
Ceramic disc technology for longer life  
and supplied with metal fixing nuts.

Refer to page 16 for interchangeable  
heads available on Choices kitchen range.

Specify as 

Deck sink kitchen mixer tap supplied 
without handles for a wider choice of 
styles from the Choices handles range. 
Ceramic disc technology for longer life  
and supplied with metal fixing nuts.  

Refer to page 16 for interchangeable  
heads available on Choices kitchen range.

Eminently practical and with an all round appeal that makes them a perfect fit in any 

kitchen environment, Choices kitchen taps allow you to add both value and tenant 

appeal in kitchen designs for Affordable Housing.

CHOICES

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Choices  
Monobloc Sink Mixer 
CHC SNK C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

40.4   

Choices  
High Neck Pillar Taps
CHC HNK C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

60.4   

Choices  
Deck Sink Mixer
CHC DSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Product supplied without heads

Ceramic Disc

52.7   

3333
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Specify as 

High neck pillar kitchen taps with 
contemporary lever handles for ease of 
use. Ceramic disc technology for longer 
life and supplied with metal fixing nuts.

Specify as 

Deck sink kitchen mixer tap with 
contemporary lever handles for ease of 
use. Ceramic disc technology for longer 
life and supplied with metal fixing nuts.

A rugged and robust kitchen tap design with a choice of lever or cross head 

controls. An Easifit option allows for even quicker fitting or refurbishment by 

allowing labourers to simply slot the tap body in place immediately after tiling 

and plastering. 

DESIGN UTILITY

Specify as 

Monobloc kitchen mixer tap with 
easy fit base for simple replacement 
/ servicing, contemporary lever 
handles for ease of use. Ceramic disc 
technology for longer life.

Design Utility Lever  
High Neck Pillar Taps 
DUL HNK C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

65.4   

Design Utility Lever  
Deck Sink Mixer
DUL DSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

57.0   

Design Utility Lever  
Easyfit Sink Mixer 
DUL SNK EF C  Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Easyfit base

Ceramic Disc

36.1      
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Specify as 

Monobloc kitchen mixer tap with easy fit 
base for simple replacement / servicing, 
cross-head handles and Ceramic disc 
technology for longer life.

Specify as 

High neck pillar kitchen taps with cross 
head handles. Ceramic disc technology 
for longer life and supplied with metal 
fixing nuts.

Specify as 

Deck sink kitchen mixer tap with cross 
head handles. Ceramic disc technology 
for longer life and supplied with metal 
fixing nuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Design Utility X Head 
Easyfit Sink Mixer 
DUX SNK EF C   Chrome

Metal fixing nut

Easyfit base

Ceramic Disc

36.1   

Design Utility X-Head  
High Neck Pillar Taps 
DUX HNK C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

63.4   

Design Utility X-Head  
Deck Sink Mixer 
DUX DSM C  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

59.1   
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Specify as 

Deck sink kitchen mixer tap with 
dual flow to give a cool-touch spout 
and classic club style handles.

Specify as 

Monobloc sink kitchen mixer tap with 
dual flow to give a cool-touch spout 
and classic club style handles.

Specify as 

Deck sink kitchen mixer tap with 
dual flow to give a cool-touch spout 
and classic club style handles.

Chunky, compact handles and robust mixer, monobloc and pillar tap bodies make the 

Club kitchen range a beautifully practical choice. Not to mention one that delivers both 

value and reliability in equal measure.

CLUB

Club  
Deck Sink Mixer 
VAC DSM C MT  Chrome

49.2   

Club Budget  
Monobloc Sink Mixer
VAC BSNK C MT  Chrome
VAC BSNK WHT  White

51.4   

Club Budget  
Deck Sink Mixer
VAC BDSM C MT  Chrome

57.4
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Specify as 

Monobloc sink kitchen mixer tap 
with dual flow to give a cool-touch 
spout and classic club style handles.

Specify as 

Budget monobloc sink kitchen mixer 
tap with classic club style handles.

Specify as 

High neck kitchen pillar taps with 
classic club style handles. Supplied 
with metal backnuts.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Club  
Monobloc Sink Mixer
VAC SNK C MT   Chrome

32.2     

Club  
Single Flow Sink Mixer 
VAC SFSNK C MT  Chrome

51.6   

Club  
High Neck Pillar Taps 
VAC HNK C MT  Chrome

106.4   
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Ease and economy join forces in this range of hard working and hard wearing kitchen taps. 

Featuring bib and deck mounted options, as well as bridge, monobloc and pillar designs,  

it’s one of the most adaptable modes in the Bristan range.

VALUE LEVER 

Specify as 

High neck kitchen pillar taps with 3” lever handles for ease of 
use, with cermic disc tecnology for longer life. Supplied with 
metal backnuts.

Specify as 

Lever Deck sink mixer with long 3” lever handles for ease of use, 
with ceramic disc technology for longer life.

Specify as

Lever Bridge sink mixer with long 6” lever handles for ultimate 
ease of use, with ceramic disc technology for longer life and 
supplied with metal backnuts.

Lever High Neck Pillar Taps  
3” (76mm) & 6” (152mm) Levers
VAL HNK C CD  Chrome
VAL HNK C 6 CD  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

63.0   

Lever Deck Sink Mixer  
3” (76mm) & 6” (152mm) Levers 
VAL DSM C CD  Chrome
VAL DSM C 6 CD  Chrome

Ceramic Disc

60.9   

Lever Bridge Sink Mixer  
3”(76mm) & 6” (152mm) Levers
VAL BRDSM C CD  Chrome
VAL BRDSM C 6 CD   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

61.4      
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Specify as 

Lever pillar kitchen sink mixer tap, with 3” lever 
handles for ease of use, ceramic disc technology for 
longer life. Supplied with metal back nuts.

Specify as 

Lever wall mounted sink mixer tap with 3” lever handles 
for ease of use, dual flow technology for cool-touch spout, 
ceramic disc technology for longer life and supplied with 
metal backnut.

Specify as

Lever wall mounted bridge sink mixer tap with 6” lever handles for 
ease of use, dual flow technology for cool-touch spout, ceramic disc 
technology for longer life and supplied with metal backnut.

Specify as 

Monobloc sink kitchen mixer tap with dual flow to give a cool-
touch spout and 3” lever handles for ease of use, supplied with 
ceramic disc technology for ease of use.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Lever Pillar Bridge Sink Mixer 
3” (76mm) Levers
VAL PSNK C CD   Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

34.9      

Lever Wall Mounted Sink Mixer  
3” (76mm) Levers
VAL WMSNK C CD  Chrome

Metal backnuts

Ceramic Disc

57.4       

Lever Wall Mounted Bridge Sink Mixer  
3” (76mm) & 6” (152mm) Levers
VAL WMBRSM C CD  Chrome

VAL WMBRSM C 6 CD  Chrome

Ceramic Disc

61.8      

Lever Monobloc Sink Mixer  
3”(76mm) Levers
VAL SNK C CD   Chrome

Ceramic Disc

48.2   
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Traditional and practical, with all the advantages of today’s design and engineering 

technology, cross top taps are at home in practically any kitchen. Choose from bib 

tap, mixer or high neck pillar options.

CROSS TOPS 

Specify as 

Monobloc sink kitchen mixer tap with 
dual flow to give a cool-touch spout 
and cross-head handles.

Specify as 

Deck sink mixer with cross-head 
handles, dual flow technology for cool-
touch spout.

Specify as 

High neck kitchen pillar taps with 
cross-head handles. Supplied with 
metal backnuts.

X-Head High Neck Pillar 
Taps
VAX HNK C   Chrome

Metal backnuts

106.4   

X-Head Deck  
Sink Mixer
VAX DSM C  Chrome

74.0      

X-Head Sink Mixer
VAX SNK C  Chrome

61.4      
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Specify as 

Easyfit Cinnamon kitchen sink mixer 
tap with unique patented base, ceramic 
disc cartridge for long life and easy to 
use lever handle. Supplied with flexible 
tails and isolators.

EASYFIT
Our unique, patented EasyFit system makes installation fast, accurate and simple. Featuring flexible inlets 

for easy connection to the hot and cold supply plus push-on fittings for the tap body, it saves time in new 

build and refurbishment, while allowing plenty of room for tiling and sealing to be completed. 

Specify as 

Easyfit Manhattan kitchen sink mixer 
tap with unique patented base, ceramic 
disc cartridges for long life and easy to 
use separate controls for hot and cold. 
Supplied with flexible tails and isolators.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Cinnamon Easyfit 
Monobloc Sink Mixer 
Chrome
CNN EFSNK C   Chrome

Unique patented technology.

Designed with the installer in mind to 
ensure installation and future aintenance is 
made quick and easy.

Ceramic disc cartridge for added durability 
and ease of use.

Supplied with flexible connecting pipes.

Supplied with easy to use metal lever handle.

Chrome plated to BS EN 248.

36.7
  

Manhattan Easyfit  
Mono Sink Mixer
MH SNK EF C   Chrome

Unique patented technology.

Designed with the installer in mind to 
ensure installation and future maintenance 
is made quick and easy.

Supplied with flexible connecting pipes.

Chrome plated to BS EN 248

36.1
  

4141
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Our BEAB accredited Joy Care shower range includes a number of features to make showering  

safer and more comfortable for those living in assisted accommodation or adapted Affordable 

Housing. Anti scalding thermostatic controls, large, clear control graphics and audible signals for 

temperature setting changes all help the less mobile enjoy more independent living either in their 

own homes or as part of a multi-generational home.

SHOWERS
You can be sure the Bristan showers you choose are compliant with regulations such as 

Part G and meet BREEAM requirements for water consumption in domestic dwellings. 

Our shower range is developed with tenants in mind and offers safety features such 

as ‘safe to touch’ cool chrome technology and our Joy Care range is BEAB and RNIB 

accredited, ideal for use in sheltered accommodation and the care home environment.

CARE SHOWER

Joy Care Thermostatic  
Electric Shower 
JOYTHC95 W

Comfortable, safe showering; thermostatic 
feature reduces the risk of scalding and 
ensures user safety at all times 

Audible clicks and bleeps denote setting 
changes, raised markings and larger fonts 
for ease of use 

Maximum temperature setting and 
automatic shutdown feature can be 
adjusted to suit at installation

Warm up mode; once temperature is 
reached the on/off button stops flashing 

Anti limescale feature reduces build up  
and rub-clean handsets help extend 
product life 

Digital display; choose your ideal 
temperature setting

Perfect replacement shower; multiple 
water/cable entry points for easier 
compatibility 

Easy to clean and maintain; external filter 
helps maintain performance 

Large soap dish with retractable hooks for 
product storage 

Extra large colour coordinated showerhead; 
stylish performance 

Illuminated on/off button indicates 
powered and ready for use

5
YEARS

Specify as 

Joy Care Thermostatic Electric Shower. 
BEAB Care Accredited. Standard 
length rail and hose.

42
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Specify as 

Joy Care Thermostatic Electric Shower. 
BEAB Care Accredited. 1m length rail 
and 2m length hose. Easy to operate 
paddle handle hose retainer and longer 
handle dial.

Specify as 

Joy Care Thermostatic Electric Shower. 
BEAB Care Accredited. 1m length 
rail and 2m length hose with easy to 
operate paddle handle hose retainer.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Joy Care Thermostatic  
Electric Shower 
JOYTHCKH85 W 
JOYTHCKH95 W 

Longer length rail 1m, 2m hose, easy  
to move paddle design hose retainer and 
handle dial

User instructions available in braille  
and audio  

Joy Care Thermostatic  
Electric Shower
JOYTHCK85 W
JOYTHCK95 W 

Longer length rail 1m, 2m hose and easy  
to move paddle design hose retainer

User instructions available in braille  
and audio

5
YEARS

5
YEARS

LINE WEIGHT  0.25

FONT SIZE  7.5pt Gill 

joy carejoy carejoy care

Start / Stop

215

318

71

LINE WEIGHT  0.25

FONT SIZE  7.5pt Gill 

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

joy carejoy carejoy care

Start / Stop

215

318

71

4343

Longer length  
hose to help with  
assisted bathing

Easy paddle 
operated height 
adjustment and 
long lever contro l
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Specify as 

Zing Thermostatic Exposed Cool Touch Bar Valve with 
Riser Kit and Single Function Handset.

Our bar valve shower kits offer a broad range of options, including thermostatic and some offer cool 

touch technology that provides family safe shower casing and a choice of single or multi-function 

handsets. All can be fitted quickly and easily while tiling and plastering is still going on using our Easyfit 

wall mount kit, which also makes repairs and maintenance easier and quicker.

SHOWERING

Zing Thermostatic 
Exposed Cool Touch 
Bar Valve with Riser Kit, 
Single Function Handset  
& Fast Fit Connections
ZI SHXSMCTFF C
ZI SHXSMCT C
Connection Inlet: 15mm compression for 
ZI SHXSMCTFF C. G1/2” for ZI SHXSMCT C

Inlet Centres: 150mm

Working Pressure Range: 0.2 - 5.0 bar

Flow rate at 0.5 bar open outlet (without 
hose): 6.7 l/m Temperature: Pre-set 38°C. 
With push button override to 46°C 

Fast fit connectors for easy retro-fit 
installation

Cold water feed surrounds the hot water 
to ensure the valve is safe to touch by all 
the family

Rub clean handset

Supplied with our wallmount 10 fixing  
kit for easier retro installation  
(ZI SHXSMCTFF C only)

17.7         

44
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Specify as 

Frenzy Thermostatic Exposed 
Cool Touch Bar Valve with Fast Fit 
Connections.

Specify as 

Frenzy Thermostatic Exposed Cool 
Touch Bar Valve with Riser Kit, 
Multi Function Handset & Fast Fit 
Connections.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Frenzy Thermostatic 
Exposed Cool Touch 
Bar Valve & Fast Fit 
Connections
FZ SHXVOCTFF C
Connection Inlet: 15mm compression 

Working Pressure Range: 0.1 - 5.0 bar 

Flow rate at 0.5 bar (open outlet): 7.7 l/m 

Temperature: Pre-set 38°C with push 
button override to 46°C Eco feature on flow 
control (can be over-ridden.) 

Fast fit connectors for easy retro-fit 
installation

Fitted with flow regulators for economy

6.4        

Frenzy Thermostatic 
Exposed Cool Touch Bar 
Valve with Riser Kit,  
Multi Function Handset  
& Fast Fit Connections
FZ SHXMMCTFF C

Connection Inlet: 15mm compression

Working Pressure Range: 0.2 - 5.0 bar

Flow rate at 0.5 bar open outlet (without 
hose & flow regulators): 7.7 l/m

Temperature: Pre-set 38°C with push 
button override to 46°C

Eco feature on flow control (can be  
over-ridden.) Fast fit connectors for  
easy retro-fit installation

13.3        

45
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Specify as 

Design Utility Lever TMV2 Thermostatic 
Bar Shower with Adjustable Riser & 
Fast Fit Connections.

Design Utility Thermostatic 
Exposed Bar Valve with 
Adjustable Riser Kit, Single 
Function Handset & Fast Fit 
Connections
DUL2 SHXARFF C
Connection Inlet: 15mm compression

Working Pressure Range: 0.2 - 5.0 bar

Flow rate at 0.2 bar open outlet (without hose 
& flow regulators): 5.7 l/min 

Temperature: Pre-set 38°C. With push button 
override to 46°C

Fast fit connectors for easy retro-fit installation

Valve is TMV2 rated giving it a higher standard 
of thermostatic performance and protection

Supplied with our wallmount 10 fixing kit for 
easier retro installation

Easy to use extended lever handles

Shower kit has an adjustable fixing bracket  
on riser rail to enable existing screwholes  
to be used 

Wide bore hose maximises flow through  
the handset

Matching taps available

Rub clean handset

11.5      

46
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Specify as 

Artisan® Thermostatic Bar Mixer 
with Multi-mode Kit and Fast Fit 
Connections.

Specify as 

Prism Thermostatic TMV2 Exposed 
Cool Touch Bar Valve with Adjustable 
Riser Kit, Peg Handles, Multi Function 
Handset & Fast Fit Connections.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Artisan® Thermostatic 
Exposed Bar Valve  
with Adjustable Riser Kit, 
Multi Function Handset  
& Fast Fit Connections 
AR2 SHXMTFF C
Connection Inlet: 15mm compression 

Working Pressure Range: 0.1 - 5.0 bar 

Flow rate at 0.2 bar open outlet (without hose 
& flow regulators): 5.5 l/m 

Temperature: Pre-set 38°C with push button 
override to 46°C 

Eco feature on flow control (can be  
over-ridden.) Fast fit connectors for  
easy retro-fit installation  

Supplied with 2 x 7 l/m flow regulators (fitted)

Supplied with our wallmount 10 fixing kit for 
easier retro installation

Shower kit comes with rub clean handset 
and an adjustable fixing bracket on riser rail 
to enable existing screwholes to be used. 
Matching taps available

Valve is TMV2 rated giving it a higher level  
of thermostatic performance and protection

14        

Prism® Cool Touch Bar  
Valve with Adjustable  
Riser Kit, Peg Handles,  
Multi Function Handset  
& Fast Fit Connections 
PM SHXMMCTFF C
Connection Inlet: 15mm compression

Working Pressure Range: 0.2 - 5.0 bar

Flow rate at 0.5 bar (open outlet): 7.7 l/m 
Temperature: Pre-set 38°C with push button 
override to 46°C

Eco feature on flow control (can be  
over-ridden.) Fast fit connectors for easy  
retro-fit installation Rub clean handset

Valve is TMV2 rated giving it a higher standard 
of thermostatic performance and protection

Cold water feed surrounds the hot water  
to ensure the valve is safe to touch by all the 
family. Supplied with our wallmount  
10 fixing kit for easier retro installation

Shower kit has an adjustable fixing bracket  
on riser rail to enable existing screwholes  
to be used

Matching taps available, making it perfect  
for retro fit

10.5         
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Specify as 

Modern Round Bathroom Towel Ring 
190mm diameter with concealed fixings.

Specify as 

Modern Round Bathroom Towel Rail 
595mm width with concealed fixings.

Specify as 

Solo contemporary open sided toilet roll holder. 
Chrome plated with concealed fixings. 

Specify as 

Solo contemporary glass tumbler and holder. 
Chrome plated with concealed fixings.

Specify as 

Contemporary Chrome Plated angled 
grab rail with concealed fixings.

ACCESSORIES
Choose from our extensive accessories range to customise your bathroom 

designs according to requirements. Whatever the bathroom style, our 

towel rails, tumblers and toilet roll holders will add comfort and character.

Towel Rail
RD RAIL C

Height 48mm

Width 595mm

Depth 72mm

Towel Ring
RD RING C

Height 205mm

Width 190mm

Depth 60mm

Grab Bar
COMP GRAB03 C

Height 247mm

Width 437mm

Depth 70mm

Glass Tumbler & Holder
SO HOLD C

Height 100mm

Width 67mm

Depth 105mm

Solid brass

Toilet Roll Holder
RD ROLL C

Height 105mm

Width 148mm

Depth 60mm

48
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Specify as 

DocM compliant Aluminium 450mm grab rail.

Specify as 

TMV3 Thermostatic under bath blending 
valve with 15mm inlet connections.

Specify as 

First fix rigid fixing kit to guarantee 
150mm centers during tiling.

Specify as 

Fast fit connectors for easy retro-fit or 
first-fit installation of any bar shower.

275

150
17

80

75

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Grab Rail
GRAB 450 W
GRAB 450 B

Non corrosive aluminium construction

No electrical earthing required

Durable Stainless steel flange covers to 
conceal wall fixings 190Kg Max user weight

Complies with DocM requirements

Also available in grey (RAL 7005) and 
stainless steel finishes as special order 

15mm TMV3 Thermostatic Mixing 
Valve (also available with isolation 
and with 22mm inlet)
MT503CP 
MT753CP 22

Automatic shut-off in the event of hot or cold water 
supply failure

Check valves, serviceable filters and flat faced inlet 
connections as standard

Operates at a maximum pressure differential of 10:1

High pressure bath fill Part G compliant

     

103.5

142.5

59.5

Wall Mount Kit
WMNT11 C

Connection Inlet:15mm compression

Connection Outlet: G 3/4”

Enables rigid fixing of exposed bar shower 
valves to 15mm pipework protruding 
through cavity wall surface

Wall Mount Fixings
WMNT10 C   Chrome

Connection Inlet: 15mm compression

Connection Outlet: G 3/4”

Enables rigid fixing of exposed bar shower 
valves to 15mm pipework protruding 
through cavity wall surface.
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Specify as 

Easy to operate shower grab rail with 
single function rub clean handset. Rub 
clean hose and concealed wall fixings.

Specify as 

DocM TMV3 shower kit, single box 
solution includes OP TS1503 SCL 
shrouded shower valve and diverter kit.

Grab Rail / Slide Bar  
900mm Stainless Steel Finish 
Paddle handle option available
EV KIT-EGB C

Tough, Non corrosive 32mm diameter  
stainless steel

Grab rail / slide bar

Flange covers to conceal wall fixings

Single function rub clean anti-limescale handset

Extended 1.75m rub-clean hose

Easy to use, robust slider mechanism

190Kg Max user weight

DocM Showering Pack 
(blue or white)
DOCM-S W
DOCM-S B

Blue or White corrosion resistant 
aluminium construction

LANTAC approved, unhanded, single 
box solution

Vandal resistant design

TMV3 exposed OPAC shrouded 
shower valve included

Diverter between shower head  
and handset

DocM compliant
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Specify as 

Cascade Shower Kit with single 
function rub-clean large handset, 
650mm adjustable riser rail, hose 
retainer and 1.5M hose.

Specify as 

Shower kit with rub-clean handset,  
1.5M hose and 600mm riser rail.

For full product and specification details, visit www.bristan.com

Shower Kit Shower Kit  
with Rub Clean Handset 
KIT100 C

Clam packed

Kit Includes: Riser Rail, 1.5m Hose,  
Single Function Rub Clean Handset  
& Hose Retainer

28.5  

Cascade® Shower Kit with  
Single Function Large 
Handset
CAS KIT02 C

Large Handset

Clam Packed

Kit includes: Adjustable Riser Rail 
(650mm), Hose (1.5m), Large Single 
Function Rub Clean Handset  
& Hose Retainer

15.9  

LET’S TALK
We’re always happy to talk about your requirements and offer advice on choosing the best 

products for the job. To learn more about all our products and services for Social Housing, visit 

www.bristan.com or contact our team of friendly Social Housing experts on 

01827 254 154  
or email contractenquiry@bristan.com
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Bristan
Birch Coppice Business Park,
Dordon, Tamworth, Staffordshire, 
B78 1SG. 

Specifier Helpline Telephone: 0330 026 6273
Email: specify@bristan.com
www.bristan.com

A pdf version of this brochure is available from www.bristan.com/brochures

Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information included in this 
document was accurate at the time of printing, we reserve the right to change 
product specifications at any time without prior notice. 

The photographs reproduced in this publication are within the constraints of the printing 
process and are not to be used for matching purposes. Photographs are used for 
approximate representation only and may not show the actual products on offer. E&OE.

Part of the Bristan Group Limited. A MASCO company.

Copyright: ©2017 Bristan Group Limited. All rights reserved.
Trademarks: Bristan® is a registered trade mark and the property 
of Bristan Group Limited. All rights reserved. 01/17.
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